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Each garment in our #ECOHOT brand embodies the lifestyle, vision and 
values of COSSAC founder Agata Natalia Kozak.

Our Capsule Wardrobe collections offer versatile, consciously designed 
transeasonal garments that celebrate the female body with timeless ease. 
Exploring strength in simplicity, each range brings a thoughtful edit of 
feminine pieces to help women find beauty in their wardrobes season after 
season, complementing their mindful lifestyle and creative freedom.

Designed with love and slow-made with care in Europe, COSSAC is 
committed to slow fashion with a focus on transparency, sustainability 
and social well-being. We continuously seek ways to innovate, design and 
produce with less impact and reduce our carbon footprint. Our mission is to 
deliver balanced and concise collections made consciously with respect for 
every contribution along the way. The future of fashion is just, sustainable 
and #ECOHOT.

Join our journey www.cossac.co
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BRAND DNA
#ECOHOT STYLE

· Transeasonal styles & colours
· Versatile multi-function designs
· Empowering comfort with a sass edge
· Image driven marketing approach
· Conceptually styled Capsule Wardrobe
· Feminine aesthetics for the Conscious Fashionista

COMMUNITY

· Cross-cultural/cross-field collaborations
· Participation in wardrobe rental initiatives
· Exclusive archive sales & pre-loved COSSAC
· Supporting women collectives
· Sustainability promotion through events, podcasts, pop-ups
· Celebrating women & femininity
· Supporting & promoting conscious lifestyle

SUSTAINABILITY & INTEGRITY

· Innovative, quality materials chosen for
  low environmental impact
· On-demand & preorder projects
· Small production limiting waste
· Transparent ethical production chain
· Family-run & GOTS-certified factories
· Regenerative supply chain; recycling & up-cycling production waste
· Reducing & offsetting carbon footprint
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“We want to create timeless,
  yet trendy garments; beautiful,
  yet ethical. It’s about starting a
  positive change, an #ECOHOT
  fashion revolution”

Agata Natalia Kozak
COSSAC founder & Designer
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ETHOS
COSSAC exists to offer women design-led 
honest fashion. We help drive awareness of 
the negative social and environmental impacts 
of our industry and make it easy for women to 
make better choices. COSSAC is committed 
to slow fashion with a focus on transparency, 
sustainability and social well-being. We reject 
the mainstream practices of fast fashion that 
produce low-quality and disposable trend-
led items at the expense of garment workers 
and the planet and help women find beauty in 
their wardrobes again through our #ECOHOT 
Capsule concept.

MATERIALS
Through ongoing education and 
experimentation, COSSAC continuously 
works towards its goal of making collections 
as low impact as can be. We carefully 
select sustainable materials such as organic 
cotton, tencel, modal and recycled fabrics. 
Importance is placed on how each material 
is made to ensure everything is ethically 
sourced, organic or eco friendly. We are 
committed to continuous improvement. Each 
season we introduce fresh innovations, always 
seeking eco fabrics and accessories, such 
as buttons made from food waste, to seize 
fashion’s opportunity to do less harm.

FACTORIES

We care about the people who help make our clothes. 

Working almost exclusively with Portugal with either family-

run or GOTS-certified factories - with whom we have built 

close relationships over many years - enables us to increase 

transparency and reduce the time, costs and carbon footprint 

of transportation. Our suppliers and factories hold certificates 

to assure our commitment to the planet and our respect for 

human rights. We also personally visit our factory partners at 

least twice a year to see that the processes comply with our 

ethical standards. This way, we maintain strong connections 

and open dialogue with the people producing our collections.

BUSINESS PRACTICES

Sustainability is incorporated into every aspect of our business. All 

online store receipts, purchases and delivery details are communicated 

via email to reduce paper waste. We have eliminated all virgin plastic 

and all packaging and labelling are kept to an absolute minimum during 

deliveries. Our business cards, swing tags and boxes are made from 

recycled paper and are 100% recyclable. We also offset our in-house 

carbon footprint and offer carbon neutral delivery options. We make it our 

purpose to keep COSSAC pieces in circulation and extend the enjoyment 

of our garments by opening access to our archive for exclusive sales and 

participating in rental initiatives to further reduce waste. We continue to 

raise the bar on our eco credentials and aim to leave no trace apart from 

the statement our customers make wearing COSSAC.



COSSAC WOMAN
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The COSSAC woman is confident, 
adventurous and well travelled; she 
finds value in experiences and seeks 
authenticity in her (life)style. She sees 
beauty in a bustling metropolis as well as 
the slower-paced countryside and needs 
her wardrobe to be versatile so she can 
style herself up or down throughout the 
day. She knows who she is, what she likes 
and what she wants.

Feminine, cultured and considered, 
the COSSAC woman is a Conscious 
Fashionista. She takes pride in her 
appearance and loves fashion but is 
increasingly aware of its impact on the 
planet. She wants to make a statement 
and looks to brands that help her make a 
positive change. She invests in the finer 
things in life and looks for meaning in her 
purchases, preferring quality to quantity.



“We celebrate confident women, 
naturally beautiful inside and out.
We create stylish and consciously 
designed garments to help them 
express their life ethos and their 
‘sass’ edge... COSSAC women are 
real and daring, smart and feminine, 
independent and playful”

Agata Natalia Kozak
COSSAC founder & Designer



ABOUT 
   AGATA
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Agata Natalia Kozak was born and raised in 
Poland before studying fashion in Barcelona 
at ESDi and then in Istanbul at the prestigious 
Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University.

After relocating to London, one of the world’s 
fashion epicentres, Agata worked for both high-end 
and high-street labels and witnessed the furiously 
fast and destructive side of the industry she loves. 
In 2014, realisation led to innovation and Agata 
created COSSAC, a progressive label looking to take 
sustainable clothing to new #ECOHOT dimensions.

Thanks to her unique branding and design-driven take on 
ethical fashion, Agata - and COSSAC itself - has already 
gained support from conscious fashion advocates and 
received mainstream coverage in numerous publications 
including Vogue, Glamour, Nylon, Monocle and Hunger 
Magazine to name a few. Now residing between London 
and Madrid, Agata is one to watch, having established 
herself as a sustainable fashion pioneer.
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COSSAC is highly coveted having caught the eyes of conscious fashion advocates 
and mainstream media alike.

VOGUE

MONOCLE

ELLE NETHERLAND

HUNGER MAGAZINE

BE KIND MAGAZINE

DARLING MAGAZINE

ELUXE MAGAZINE

GLAMOUR

NYLON USA

C-HEADS MAGAZINE

INSTYLE GERMANY

REFINERY29v

ATLAS MAGAZINE

GALA GERMANY

JUST MAGAZINE

LUCY’S MAGAZINE

SUPERIOR MAGAZINE

VEGAN MAGAZINE

LUXIDERS

PEPPERMYNTHA
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COSSAC
EXPERI-
ENCES &
COLLABO-
RATIONS.

COSSAC harnesses the power of collaboration, 
building a like-minded, style-savvy community with 
care for people and the planet. Through collective 

vision, Agata Natalia Kozak works with photographers, 
artists and designers to inspire & re-evaluate the way 

we think & consume through a series of limited edition 
collections and lifestyle products.07

COSSAC X TALLER SILVESTRE
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Basics € 50-90

Tops/Jumpers € 80-150

Bottoms € 100-170

Dresses/Jumpsuits € 120-250 

Jackets/Coats € 180-250 

Knitwear € 140-250
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- FRANCE 
Sanna (Paris)
Nomade (Reunion)

- SWITZERLAND
Big (Zurich)
Glore (Zurich & Luzern)
Rrrevolve (Zurich)
Clomes (Bern)

- SPAIN
GreenLifeStyle (Barcelona)
Rughara (Madrid)

- SINGAPORE
Earthkind (online)

- BENELUX
Studio Paus (Ghent) 
Mellow (Brussels)
MODU (Luxembourg)

- AUSTRIA
Kastner & Öhler (Graz)

- GERMANY
Ettics (Koln)
LOVECO (Berlin)
Homage (Berlin)

- SWEDEN
Ecospehere (Stockholm)
Thrive (Gothenburg)

As of July 2023, COSSAC partners with over 50 passionate stockists globally, 
all of whom support the brand’s mission to create fashion with style & ethics.

Some of the stores include...
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@studio_cossac

Facebook/Instagram/Pinterest

#ECOHOT                              Just like you


